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54   We are Optiver

 
Secondly, we work to help 

improve the market structure 
for all stakeholders. We are actively 

involved in the wider debate around 
market structure and share our views and 

positions on ongoing regulatory reform, always 
with the interests of the end-investor in mind. We 

share our knowledge by participating in panels, speaker 
engagements and industry associations and we maintain 

regular dialogue with regulators and exchanges..

Our miSSiOn iS tO imprOve the 
market. there are two main ways we do this. 

Firstly, we strive to offer fair, tradable prices to 
market participants, in all market conditions. due to our 

long-term experience and approach to risk management, 
all market participants – including retail and institutional 

investors – benefit through lower liquidity risk and 
lower implicit transaction costs. By constantly 

providing liquidity, volume and competitive 
prices, we contribute to the stability and 

smooth functioning of fair, transparent 
and reliable markets.

why

 

We are a glObal electrOnic 
market-maker.  We use our own capital, at 

our own risk, to trade on major financial markets 
around the world, 24 hours a day. We stick to what 

we’re good at: making markets in financial products. 
this clear focus has always served us well. We aim to always 

provide a price and offer a wide range of products, 
including listed derivatives, cash equities, ETFs, 

bonds and foreign currencies. Our innovative 
trading systems are key to our success, 

enabling us to respond swiftly to every 
change in the market.

what

We are a glObal cOmpany, With 
OFFiceS On FOur cOntinentS. 

Based in amsterdam, Optiver europe is active 
on all major European equities and derivatives 

exchanges, as well as some exchanges in the uS 
and Brazil. Optiver Asia Pacific is one of the primary 

participants within the asian option markets.

Through our offices in Sydney, Hong Kong, Shanghai 
and taipei, we trade a range of products on all the 

relevant markets in asia. Optiver uS is based 
in the uS derivatives capital, Chicago, 

and is active on several of the leading 
exchanges in the uS markets.

where

the Optiver culture iS One OF 
cOmmitment, cOllabOratiOn and 

cOntinuOuS imprOvement. With a  
diverse team spanning many nationalities, we all 

believe in respect, integrity and honesty, sharing a  
quiet confidence and a drive to be the best. We aim to 
attract and retain intelligent, dynamic people with an  

attitude of ‘getting things done and getting it right’. 
Our company is owned by our management and 

by current and former Optiverians. this struc-
ture promotes prudent risk management, 

a long-term vision and stability of man-
agement. Optiver’s collective suc-

cess is our individual success.

how

We are a leading glObal electrOnic market maker, FOcuSed On 
pricing, executiOn and riSk management. from small beginnings as a single 
trader on the floor of Amsterdam’s European Options Exchange, we’ve evolved into 
an innovative global company, employing more than 1,000 Optiverians. 

Our guiding principle is to make the market better at all times. thriving in a high-
performance environment, we pioneer our own trading strategies and systems using 
clean code and cutting-edge technology. to sustain our future, we attract, develop 
and empower top talent. 

we are Optiver

our DNA
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We can lOOk back On 2018 aS a SucceSSFul, exciting and dynamic year FOr uS all, one where we 
pulled together to seize opportunities, built on our existing strengths and further embedded our mission to “improve 
the market”. We are enormously proud of our performance, which could not have been achieved without the consistent 
display of the Optiver spirit of excellence.

Our performance was supported by improved market conditions and higher volatility that increased the demand for 
the liquidity that we provide. Each region fared well, especially the US, resulting in record trading income. Knowledge 
sharing, teamwork and best practices across our international offices, along with regional expertise, continued to play 
an important part in giving us a competitive edge.

during the year we managed to stay focused on continually improving and growing our company. Our core strengths 
of being agile and efficient helped us to capitalise on new developments. To strengthen our interaction with all our 
stakeholders we further refined our governance structure and we managed to improve our control framework - a 
crucial foundational component for building the business in line with our risk appetite and to meet future expectations 
on internal controls.

One of Optiver’s defining characteristics – our ability as a company to stay focused in the face of external pressures and 
challenges – served us well last year. in november 2017 the dutch regulator informed us about a new regime affecting our 
sector with new capital, compensation and reporting requirements. We implemented the capital and reporting requirements 
in the beginning of 2018, which had limited impact on our business model but resulted in higher capital needs.

Regulations that are transparent and fair to all parties and allow for equal opportunity will ultimately lead to a better 
functioning financial market. While preparing for possible implications to our capital structure and business model, we 
worked closely with key stakeholders in 2018, sharing our knowledge and expertise to find long term solutions that 
benefit the market as a whole. We are currently awaiting the new regulatory regime for EU investment firms from the 
european Commission; we don’t anticipate implementation before 2021.

Developments around Brexit and the EU-UK relationship have also been top of mind. Given London’s position as the 
financial centre of Europe and one of the main global centres of liquidity for financial markets, we have opened an 
entity there to capitalise on growth opportunities and cast our recruitment net more widely. 

Our people are our strength, and finding, retaining and developing the right talent to move us forward is an ongoing 
challenge. In the quest to grow our business, we welcomed some of the industry’s best and brightest young talent in 
2018, those who fit our culture and share our values.

this year, we said goodbye to an exceptional Optiverian, Baydon fischer, who is moving on after almost 20 years, most 
of it as head of trading. i would like to thank him for his enormous contribution to Optiver and truly living the Optiver 
values.

Looking ahead i feel optimistic. there is ever increasing competition in our sector and many challenges ahead, but 
with motivated, talented people and our consistent way of working, we are confident about the future. On behalf of 
the exCo, i would like to thank all our employees for their hard work and commitment during the past year and look 
forward to the next chapter in Optiver’s journey.

Jan boomaars

dear  
optiverians  

letter from the ceO                     Jan Boomaars
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management board report and executive committee report         Our iNDustry                                                                                                        Our 2018 rEsuLts

Optiver repOrted a net prOFit attributable tO equity hOlderS OF € 515 milliOn in 2018, compared 
to € 279 million in 2017. the 2018 result from operating activities was € 673 million versus € 391 million in 2017. the 
Group displayed a robust financial position at the end of 2018, with total equity of € 1,321 million (end of 2017 € 998 
million). the group maintains a conservative capital structure in order to meet any market and regulatory challenges. 

total assets were € 20.5 billion as at 31 december 2018, an increase of 23% compared to 2017. 

Net trading income for the financial year amounted to € 1,297 million, 60% more than in 2017. Trading volumes and 
volatility increased markedly in 2018, compared to last year. this led to mostly favourable conditions with a few peaks, 
especially in february-march when the uS markets corrected themselves, the effect of which was also felt throughout 
Europe and Asia Pacific, and again in October-November. 

Staff expenses increased by 65% to € 506 million. This is the net result of higher profit-sharing expenses (including 
working partner’s share) and an increase in headcount. Administrative expenses were € 99 million in 2018 (2017: € 97 
million).

the Financial induStry and, mOSt SpeciFically, the trading induStry, haS been radically 
tranSFOrmed in recent yearS, shaped by new regulations and stricter supervision, changes in market structure 
and evolving trading technologies. This creates both challenges and opportunities, requiring us to be agile at all times. 
To address this, we seek to hire top talent which fits our culture, invest in cutting-edge technology, and work closely 
with thought-leaders and policymakers who set the agenda for our industry. We are conscious of the positive role 
finance can play in the economy and society, our own ongoing responsibilities in this regard, and what we can do to 
make the markets better.     

rEguLAtOry DEvELOpmENts
regulatory developments are one of the few constants in this shifting industry. We support and actively promote fair 
and equitable regulations, recognising that they add value and improve the markets. In recent years, we have seen 
many changes that have affected the way financial instruments are traded or how firms are regulated. These include 
the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) in Europe, and new rules for algorithmic trading in Japan. 
For Optiver, access to order flow is crucial. We  saw liquidity moving from broker-crossing networks to systematic 
internalisers, and from dark pools to frequent batch auction models.

We do not expect 2019 to be any different in terms of new legislation that could affect our business. it does seem, 
however, that in addition to market conduct rules, capital rules and regulations for the financial sector are playing an 
increasingly crucial role in our industry. 

national and international banking regulators, such as the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, continue to 
work on enhancing capital models, and the risk sensitivity and robustness of standardised approaches. they are also 
working to minimise reliance on internal models, and incorporate capital floors in the Basel capital framework. These 
measures affect investment firms, directly and indirectly, via the requirements for general clearing members.

In 2019, we hope to get more clarity on a new prudential regime in the EU for investment firms and associated new 
European rules for governance and remuneration at these firms. This new legislation may remove us from the scope 
of the Capital Requirements Directive and Regulation, which were drafted primarily with banks and bank stability in 
mind. While we wholly support equitable and transparent regulations, we realise this could have a negative effect on 
our ability to trade certain products or pursue new business opportunities. We will continue our preparations to adapt 
to new regulations, as well as continue to work with the relevant authorities to find solutions that benefit all.   

We have been closely monitoring – and will continue to monitor – developments around Brexit and the relationship 
between the European Union and the United Kingdom. With the City of London being by far the biggest and most 
important financial centre in Europe, and the main centre of liquidity for the financial markets, the future cooperation 
between the EU and UK on financial services will be crucially important in maintaining an attractive business 
environment for Optiver in europe. 
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ASIA-PACIFIC KEY MARKETS
DCE, HKEx, JPX, KRX, SGX, SHFE, TWSE

EUROPE KEY MARKETS
CBOE Europe, Borsa Italiana, Xetra, Euronext, EUREX, ICE, 
IDEM, LSE, SIX, Bloomberg RFQ, Tradeweb, Equiduct Turquoise

US KEY MARKETS
CBOE Group, CME Group, Nasdaq Group, Miax, Nyse, ICE

SOUTH AMERICA KEY MARKETS
B3

 amSterdam   n 52º 20’ 22.925” e  4º 52’ 12.079” 

chicagO  n 41º 53’ 5.613” W 87º 37’ 23.964”

Sydney   S 33º 51’ 58.147” e 151º 12’ 35.134”      

Our global reach                50+ ExchANgEs AND pLAtfOrms
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thiS year WaS deFined by tWO Overriding FactOrS: StrOng reSultS 
and a challenging external envirOnment. 

cONtiNuOus imprOvEmENt
across all regions, we focused on continuous improvement, dedicating ourselves 
to our core business, and always striving to be better at what we do. this level of 
operational excellence is key to our competitive advantage. in all regions where we 
operate, competition is growing in quantity and quality, so maintaining this edge is 
crucial.

cOrpOrAtE gOvErNANcE 
The Executive Committee (ExCo) has just completed its first year of operations, 
and got off to a positive start, helping us to operate more efficiently as a team 
and bringing the business units closer together. Local CeOs were more involved 
in the overall decision-making process and Optiver’s group strategy, while the 
Supervisory Board members were more closely connected to the local businesses.

the formation of the exCo, consisting of the local CeOs, the group CeO, CfO 
and CrO, is a direct result of our efforts in recent years to optimise corporate 
governance to ensure that Optiver is creating value for the company and its 
stakeholders. the need for shorter, more direct internal communication lines and 
more cohesion among the regional offices has increased and we have become a 
more global and multi-dimensional organisation.

sENiOr pEOpLE upDAtE
Scott richardson became head of trading in the uS, replacing Baydon fischer, 
who after almost 20 years of service – mostly as head of trading – was one of the 
longest-standing Optiverians. after 13 valuable years, arnoud Boot resigned as a 
Supervisory Board member, due to his term of service ending.

review of 2018                Our blueprint for growth

ExtErNAL prEssurEs
external uncertainties in 2018 included geopolitical shifts – most especially related 
to Brexit and the future UK-Europe relationship, as well as US-China trade wars. 
the uncertain regulatory environment also shaped our year and informed some of 
our initiatives and long-term strategy. This included setting up entities in the UK in 
preparation for Brexit, and managing our capital base to comply with new capital 
requirements.

addressing the exchanges’ increased trading hours has been top of mind this year. 
We depend on trading volumes, so access to flow is crucial for our success. We are 
also actively seeking solutions to capitalise on this growth opportunity. 

iNvEstiNg iN tEchNOLOgy
We continued to invest in technological innovation and improvements, crucial in a 
competitive industry like ours, which requires cutting-edge technology and top-tier 
talent. to stay ahead of the curve, we need to be at the forefront of these developments, 
collaborating and sharing knowledge with thought leaders and policymakers who are 
immersed in these emerging technologies, as well as attracting people with the latest 
technology skills. 

Cybersecurity is an ever-present threat in the technology space and is likely to become 
an even greater one in the near future. as this cyber-threat landscape evolves, we are 
fully focused on our responsibilities and accountability in the areas of data protection 
and safeguarding against hacking and unauthorized access to our systems.

ENgAgiNg thE iNDustry 
to help shape the industry in which we operate, we played a leading role in europe 
this year in seeking solutions to regulatory challenges, actively engaging with 
politicians, policymakers, exchanges and regulators. We devoted significant time 
and energy to one-on-one meetings with key role-players, including national and 
international politicians. We offered them insight into what we do, showing our 
value to the economy, as well as discussing trends, opportunities and risks- both for 
Optiver and the broader industry.

We are an active member of the fia european principal traders association and the 
FIA Principal Traders Group in the US and Japan. These organisations are the voice of 
our industry and are in a constant dialogue with exchanges, regulators and legislators.
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in Our high-perFOrmance envirOnment, it’S vital tO Strike a balance betWeen cOnStant 
innOvatiOn and cOntrOl. ultimately, our ability to manage risk determines our competitiveness and underpins 
our whole business. We reviewed and updated our enterprise risk management initiative in 2018, which we will 
continue into 2019.   

We compiled an overview of the key risks we face in pursuing our objectives. the exCo’s appetite statements indicate 
the tolerance towards each of these risks. All offices completed local risk appetite statements in line with these 
tolerance levels. Each risk appetite statement requires a set of procedures and a control framework to be put in place, 
ensuring we operate within the appropriate risk-tolerance levels.

The current risk appetite statements include: capital and liquidity risks, tax risks, legal risks, compliance and regulatory 
risks, valuation risks, trading book exposure risks, automated trading risks, system availability risks, information risks 
and staffing risks.

We regard automated trading risk as one of the most relevant to our business, and mitigating this risk is a key theme. 
The Automated Risk Committee (ARC) is at the heart of our risk management framework. Internally, we continue to 
work on raising awareness of arC controls and implementing these across regions. We are focused on embedding 
awareness around risk even more deeply in the company, educating Optiverians about it and encouraging them 
to take ownership. this way, we instil a mind-set where everyone sees risk as part of their day-to-day business and 
responsibility. We have made significant progress in our localised risk-mitigation efforts after years of defining 
requirements via a global committee. 

group audit provides additional insight into our key control processes, allowing us to improve our main processes 
and strengthen our key controls. the team uses a risk-based approach focusing on the key risk areas. the annual audit 
plan is defined based on risk assessment and set up in close collaboration with the relevant stakeholders. Group 
Audit performs audits in all offices in accordance with the annual audit plan. The offices address recommendations by 
Group Audit in their management action plans and follow up through quarterly progress reports to the ExCo and the 
Supervisory Board.

The Audit Committee assists the Supervisory Board in overseeing the quality and integrity of the accounting, reporting, 
risk management and internal control practices of the company, as well as the company’s compliance with legal and 
regulatory requirements, the performance of the internal audit function and the qualifications, performance and 
independence of the external auditor.

Please see Note 28 for more details on financial risk management.

ARC
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Staying in control                  Our high-performance environment
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Our people                                 the OptivEriANs

peOple are Optiver’S mOSt impOrtant aSSet, and Our SucceSS iS built On Our tOp-tier talent. We 
aim to attract the best-in-class people globally, finding those who fit our values and committing to their professional 
development. to this end, we continued to invest in our people in 2018, strengthening teams to maintain our edge in 
a highly competitive market.

In 2018 we worked hard to attract and develop Optiverians with the right cultural fit who share our long-term vision. We 
employed 1,038 full-time equivalents (FTEs) by the end of 2018 (2017: 1,020 FTEs), spanning 45 nationalities across 
the company.

We believe strongly in diversity, aiming to be as inclusive as possible, and reject any form of discrimination. 

LEArNiNg frOm EAch OthEr
in line with our culture of continuous improvement, we understand the value of collaborating and knowledge-sharing 
across our regions, teams and roles. this allows us, as a global organisation, to learn and share best practices. 

We foster collaboration through internal events, bringing Optiver colleagues together from across our regions. more 
and more, our people work across disciplines, boosting their understanding of their colleagues’ activities and needs.

AttrActiNg AND iNvEstiNg iN thE right pEOpLE
As technology accelerates, the war for talent intensifies and it remains a constant challenge for cutting-edge companies 
like Optiver to find and keep the best people. We have seen the leverage technology brings, and the difference that 
one individual can make to a team and organisation.  

in 2018, we expanded our efforts to attract new talent by introducing more tech internships, enhancing our contact 
with talented university students. We also boosted our capacity to attract emerging talent by investing in our employer 
brand, with new campaigns targeting graduates. 

shApiNg Our cuLturE
to ensure employees are happy, motivated and committed, we care about their overall wellbeing beyond the 
workplace. to this end, we involve partners and families in the Optiver experience, hosting social events and classes. 

as a company that likes to think differently, we see a strong parallel between trading and chess, and in  2018 we were 
delighted to extend our sponsorship of Chess Grandmaster Anish Giri in his quest to become world champion. Anish 
giri is ranked fourth in the world, an impressive achievement at the age of just 24. despite his youth, he has gained a 
reputation as a top annotator and started analysing games for magazines and websites much earlier than other chess 
prodigies. Anish Giri is an Optiver ambassador and regularly visits our offices and career events between tournaments. 
he has played against many Optiverians and helped us with recruitment activities and event hosting as well as with an 
internal newsletter on topical themes and interesting moves.

AMERICA                  ARMENIA             AUSTRALIA                  BELARUS                BELGIUM           BRAZIL                    BULGARIA              

CANADA             CHILE                   CHINA                CUBA        CZECH REPUBLIC         DENMARK                   EGYPT                          

ENGLAND                 FRANCE             GERMANY          GREECE         HONG KONG       HUNGARY                ICELAND 

 INDIA                       INDONESIA                   IRAN                      IRELAND     ITALY                 JAPAN         KAZAKHSTAN        

     KOREA             LITHUANIA         MALAYSIA         MOROCCO         MEXICO       NETHERLANDS   NEW ZEALAND             

     NORWAY                  POLAND                PORTUGAL               ROMANIA                  RUSSIA                    SERBIA                  SINGAPORE  

SOUTH AFRICA            SPAIN                        SWEDEN                  TAIWAN       TURKEY                  UKRAINE                  VIETNAM                           

WALES  
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looking ahead
Our fOcus iN 2019
Δ Continuous improvement and operational excellence  Δ building on strong results  Δ finding solutions to 
regulatory challenges  Δ Being prepared for all outcomes  Δ attracting people with the right fit  Δ Strenghtening our 
control framework  Δ improving the markets

thANks
We would like to thank all our employees for their efforts in 2018. We are deeply grateful to them for their continued 
hard work, and look forward to another successful year ahead.

amsterdam, 6 march 2019

Jan boomaars           
CeO group, CeO europe and member of the  
management Board and executive Committee

Johann kaemingk   
CrO group and member of the  
management Board and executive Committee

edwin duijn      
CfO group and member of the  
management Board and executive Committee

Sebastiaan koeling  
CeO uS and member of the executive Committee

Wouter Stinis      
CeO apaC and member of the executive Committee
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in 2018, the vOlumeS and vOlatility in the Financial marketS acrOSS the glObe Were 
SigniFicantly higher than in 2017, resulting in strong financial results for the Optiver Group. During this time, 
we continued to work with a focused mission: to improve the market. 2018 was an outstanding year for Optiver and 
the Supervisory Board was excited to see the determination and commitment of the Optiver employees, despite the 
external and regulatory challenges.

the Supervisory Board of Optiver is responsible for supervising the activities of the management Board and the 
general course of affairs of Optiver and its businesses. the Supervisory Board advises the members of the management 
Board on how to perform their duties, in accordance with the best interests of Optiver, its businesses and all relevant 
stakeholders.  

cOmpOsitiON AND prOfiLE
the Supervisory Board is a separate corporate body that is independent of the management Board. the knowledge, 
expertise and background of each member are considered in the context of the Supervisory Board as a whole. the 
Supervisory Board aims to have a strong representation of diversity (among others in terms of experience, expertise, 
age and gender). The selection of Supervisory Board members aims to fulfil this diversity and create a robust body able 
to effectively oversee the activities of Optiver and its businesses. Supervisory Board members can neither be members 
of the Management Board nor employee of Optiver. This ensures sufficient distance from daily operations, enabling us 
to provide critical and constructive guidance to the management Board.

the composition of the Supervisory Board changed in 2018. after 13 years of service, arnoud Boot resigned as a 
member of the Supervisory Board as he reached the end of his term of service. We would like to thank arnoud for his 
long-standing commitment and significant contribution to the Supervisory Board and to the Optiver Group as whole. 
The current members of the Supervisory Board are Hector de Beaufort, Miriam van Dongen, Jelle Elzinga and Harry 
de grijs.

gOvErNANcE
Optiver’s optimized governance structure was put into place as of January 2018. The new Executive Committee 
took responsibility for the overall management of Optiver group, including its business strategy, the risk and control 
functions and safeguarding the culture of Optiver.  its aim is to create value for the group as a whole. the executive 
Committee consists of Jan Boomaars (CEO Holding/Europe), Sebastiaan Koeling (CEO US), Wouter Stinis (CEO APAC), 
Edwin Duijn (Group CFO) and Johann Kaemingk (Group CRO). The Management Board (Jan Boomaars, Johann 
Kaemingk and Edwin Duijn) is charged with the management of Optiver guided by the interests of Optiver and the 
enterprise connected with it. the management Board is accountable for this to the Supervisory Board and to the 
general meeting of Shareholders. 

With the establishment of the executive Committee, we achieved the collective goal of creating a closer working 
relationship between the Supervisory Board and local business operations, and engaging local managing directors 
more in the overall decision-making process and Optiver group strategy.

The implementation of the Audit Committee and the Review and Remuneration Committee as per 1 January 2018 was 
also successful. The Audit Committee assisted the Supervisory Board in supervising the financial reporting process, 
the audit process, the system of internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations. the audit Committee 
consists of Miriam van Dongen (Chair) and Harry de Grijs. The Audit Committee had three meetings in 2018, which 
were attended by representatives from KPMG, the MB and senior staff from Internal Audit and Finance. An important 
topic in 2018 was the review and update of the group accounting policy for offsetting trading related assets and 
liabilities under ifrS. 

the review and remuneration Committee mainly focused on reviewing the performance of the members of the 
executive Committee and making proposals on their remuneration. the members of the review and remuneration 
Committee are Jelle Elzinga (Chair) and Hector de Beaufort. The Review and Remuneration Committee had two 
meetings in 2018.

Supervisory board report              2018 OutLiNE Of mAiN tOpics

name birth year natiOnality member Since end OF term

Mr. H.W.L. de Beaufort 1956 Dutch 2 October 2015 30 September 2019

Ms. M.R. van Dongen 1969 Dutch 1 October 2016 30 September 2020

Mr. J.R. Elzinga 1971 Dutch 1 November 2017 31 October 2021

Mr. H.J.A. de Grijs 1963 Dutch 1 November 2017 31 October 2021
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supErvisOry BOArD mEEtiNgs
the Supervisory Board had six formal meetings with the management Board and members of the executive Committee 
in 2018 and one formal meeting with only Supervisory Board members present. the attendance percentage at the 
meetings was again high (in excess of 90%).

in addition, we had regular face-to-face meetings and phone contact with the management Board throughout the year. as well 
as discussing ongoing topics and issues, the Supervisory Board talked to the management Board about key developments in 
the business and advances in technology to make sure that Optiver can quickly adapt to and capitalise on such developments.

We held four formal meetings in amsterdam, one in Chicago and one in Sydney. it’s important to the Supervisory Board to hold one 
of its meetings in a city other than amsterdam as this supports our culture of knowledge-sharing and teamwork. it also enhances 
our understanding of local business operations, opportunities and challenges. the members of the Supervisory Board met local 
employees in Chicago and Sydney and were very pleased to see how the offices have developed over the past few years.

given the business-sensitive nature of the Supervisory Board’s meetings, the full scope and details of discussions during 
these meetings are confidential. Broadly speaking, however, the main topics discussed in its 2018 meetings (besides 
the above-mentioned items and regular updates on the business and company) were business strategy, technology, 
shareholder-related issues, financial performance, control framework, audit, risk, HR, succession planning and policies.

Senior staff from risk management, audit, tax, finance, Compliance and Legal attended one or more of our formal 
meetings to discuss affairs and developments related to their areas of expertise. We value input from Optiver 
employees and external experts, talking to them regularly to deepen our knowledge.

each year, we assess how we perform against our objectives and where we can improve. We also aim to be externally 
assessed every three years. the Supervisory Board and Supervisory Board Committees evaluated its performance for the 
financial year 2018 supported by an external party and looked at the functioning of the Supervisory Board as a whole, the 
functioning of the Supervisory Board Committees and their respective chairs, and the functioning of the individual Supervisory 
Board members. individual interviews with Supervisory Board members, executive Committee and the Corporate Secretary 
formed part of the assessment. a feedback session with the full Supervisory Board took place in march 2019. the overall 
conclusion is that the Supervisory Board functions adequately. Besides formal performance assessments, the Supervisory 
Board is constantly seeking ways to improve the way it works and to help Optiver further. this is consistent with the learning 
environment that characterises the whole company.

fiNANciAL stAtEmENts
Besides the meetings of the Audit Committee with our external auditor KPMG, the Supervisory Board met on three 
occasions with KPMG to discuss audit scoping and planning, the management letters, the auditor’s report and financial 
statements. The group’s financial statements were discussed at the Supervisory Board meeting on 6 March 2019. We 
have approved these financial statements and all members of the Supervisory Board, together with members of the 
management Board, have signed these documents.

Our thANks
the Supervisory Board would like to extend its heartfelt gratitude to all Optiverians for their excellent work and 
commitment in 2018 and compliment them on a job very well done. We encourage Optiver employees to keep up the 
good work this year and look forward to continued success in 2019 and beyond.

amsterdam, 6 march 2019

Supervisory board

Hector de Beaufort (Chair)

miriam van dongen

Jelle Elzinga

harry de grijs
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02Tech020
Koffie Bar
Townhall - EU

01Women in ETFs - EU
Tata Steel Chess tournament visit
Dutch Mathematics Olympiad for companies

03Dutch campus tour
Dodgeball tournament
ETF Express Award for 2018

04C++ Meetup
U Chicago Trading Competition
Trading Challenge for students

05Urban Initiatives Field Trip

06Optiver Internship
Summer Party - EU
Open outcry event

07Annual Speaker event with Sven Kramer
Summer Internship

08Volleyball Tournament

09Campus visits
Flow Trading Brazil
Optiver weekend

11Meeting C++ Berlin
MoRun

12Optiver running team
Low-latency Masterclass
New hire campus gift

10UK campus tour
OptiVolley
WFE general assembly Athens 



28   Other infOrmatiOn

Colophon
textwriting — Stampa, nL 

Concept+Design — K Birnholz Creative, NL
photography — nico alsemgeest, max thijssen, nL  

a Little photo Studio, uSa 
Mel Koutchavlis, AU

print — deltabach, nL
(printed on FSC paper)
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to be continued... 
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